
What learning really matters for today’s learners?



VUCA

Volatile
Uncertain
Complex

Ambiguous
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Simon Sinek’s Golden Circle 3



“The future belongs to 
a very different kind of 
person with a very 
different kind of mind 
— creators and 
empathizers, pattern 
recognizers and 
meaning makers.” 

— Daniel Pink
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WHY / HOW Connection

Create a 
culture of 
relevant 
learning.
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What do you 
think 
personal 
learning 
really is?
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Turn and talk to your neighbors



Definition of Personal Learning

“Personal learning is a progressively 
student-driven model where students 

deeply engage in meaningful, 
authentic, and rigorous challenges to 

demonstrate desired outcomes.”

— Zmuda, Curtis and 
Ullman (2015)
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Why is Personal Learning 
Dependent on Habits of Mind?
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Characteristics of 
what intelligent 
people do when 
they are 
confronted with 
problems, the 
resolutions to 
which are not 
immediately 
apparent.
— Costa and Kallick (2008)
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Paying Attention to a Habit

1

Examine HOM 
Us/EQs to identify 
habit(s) that are 

especially 
meaningful to you 
and your students’ 

success.

2

Get together in 
pairs. Each 

member chooses 
1 you think is 

significant for your 
student’s success. 

Share what it 
means and why it 

matters.

Choose one habit 
that you want to 
pay attention for 

yourself.



Attributes to Personalize
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Interconnected Systems Choices

1
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Creating a culture of relevant learning 

Goal Clarity

Authenticity

Perceived Capacity to Succeed
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Example –
Middle 
School 
Science

I can use conversation norms 
in small groups to begin the 
process of developing a model 
for heredity.

I can filter which questions are 
relevant and formulate new 
questions that need to be 
answered prior to creating a 
model of how heredity works.



Power of Authenticity

Authentic problems, challenges, issues

Authentic opportunities to network, 
monitor progress, determine next steps

Authentic forms and audiences for 
drafting and refinement
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Value added: Collaborate to develop and execute a 
garden that is functional and beautiful. 

Area in school to determine current conditionSurvey

Classmates  who use the space to find out their 
concerns and ideasInterview

Get approval for the project based on budget, timeline, 
etc.Propose

Plan of action and complete the taskDevelop



Scaffolding for Agency
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Perceived 
Capacity to 
Succeed
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Interconnected Systems Choices

2
6



Honoring Learners by Design

•Who is in front of me?
•What is it that you need?
•How can I design work 

specifically for you to help 
you reach the learning 
goal?
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What are you interested 
in? Fascinated by? 

Wonder about?

What challenges do you 
see? How can you make 
a meaningful impact? 
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What am I good at? 
How did I get to be 
good at it? What 
dispositions did I 

demonstrate?
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Real Challenges of Progressively Moving 
Toward
• Structure and Freedom
• Teacher-Led and Student-Led
• Destination and Exploration 
• Surface Knowledge and Deep 

Knowledge
• Academic Learning and Social-

Emotional Learning 
• Intellectually Stimulating and 

Psychologically Safe
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Save the Last Word for Me Protocol

1. Take 10 minutes to read the article and highlight a 
sentence or passage that you would like to explore 
with others.

2. Person #1 will read text aloud and withhold any 
judgment or interpretation. Rest of group will 
respond to the text, making sense of it from their 
own perspectives.

3. Person #1 will have the “last word” giving his/her 
interpretation based on original thoughts and new 
ideas gleaned from listening to the conversation.

4. Rotate so that each person in the group will have 
the same opportunity.
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Save the Last Word for Me Protocol

Opportunity to practice:
•Voice—each person responds to the text 
• Social construction—the group enhances the 

meaning of the text by listening and then building on 
ideas
• Self-discovery—what did you learn about yourself as 

you participated in this protocol? In what ways did it 
affect the way you understood the text?
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What did you uncover in your conversation?
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